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ABSTRACT 

The traditional role of medical physics in cancer radiotherapy is to provide clinical service to ensure that 
radiation therapy can be accurately and safely delivered. The medical physics research endeavour, over the years, 
has been involved in the development of procedures and devices to enable that goal. In recent times, cancer and 
its treatment, as a complex process, is increasingly being addressed and researched by quantitative scientists in 
collaboration with basic researchers and clinicians. In radiation medicine, as in other fields of medicine, there is a 
emphasis on approaches that help make treatments more personalized through multimodality imaging, 
radiomics techniques, adaptive radiation therapy and machine learning. This presentation will review aspects of 
our research program related to novel detectors and procedures for accurate small beam dosimetry and the 
evolution in our research towards addressing treatment personalization by integrating dose metrics with other 
metrics extracted from multimodality imaging. We will also briefly touch upon the current and future role of 
medical physics research and the impact it has on clinical service and medical physics training requirements. 
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